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The title of this exhibition, Ner Ot, has compound meanings and is purposefully presented as two separate words. 

In Hebrew, the word ner means candle (singular) and nerot means candles (plural). Dividing nerot into two 

words creates a beautiful double entendre. Adding -ot pluralizes a word but the word ot alone means symbol.  

Bak offers a creative play on words to frame his use of candles as a symbol in this series of works.

Candles are simple objects. You strike a match and ignite 
them while exclaiming “let there be light”—and there is 
light. But eventually the flame flares up and dies, the wick 
shrivels, and we are back in the dark. It was different at 

the moment of  divine creation. “God said: ‘Let there be light.’ And 
there was light. And God saw the light, that it was good, and God 
divided the light from the darkness.” As we consider the works in 
Samuel Bak’s candle series we find that dividing the light from the 
darkness is no longer a simple matter. The chaos before creation that 
was “without form and void” according to the King James version of  
Genesis has seeped back into our universe, while the “darkness over 
the deep” that God dispelled with natural illumination has resurfaced 
to cast its shadow for more than a century, through two murderous 

world wars and genocidal campaigns too numerous to mention, over 
modernity’s desire to shape a more perfect world.
 No artistic imagination would pretend to rival the power of  divine 
creativity, but Bak’s candle paintings—which both reflect and challenge 
the preceding gloomy vision—invite us to find ways of  allowing it to 
enter into our understanding of  the reality of  our times. One of  the 
unique features of  his art is that it exposes the frequent disorder at 
the heart of  the supposed orderly progress of  history, while through 
artistic representation simultaneously crafting a principle of  order at 
the core of  that very disarray. How he does this is worth exploring 
in detail. There is a subtle contrast between the simple forms and the 
complex content of  his work. To begin with the candles: stripped 
to their geometric essence, candles are nothing but cylinders, as are 
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the tree trunks, the logs, the chimneys, the columns, the missiles and 
projectiles, and the occasional phallic images in the series. whatever 
happens in history and time, the geometric forms as abstract figures 
keep their shape; art as design provides a nucleus of  permanence 
amidst the often-disintegrating symbolic imagery that it serves. This 
is as true for the candles as it is for the recurrent geometric profiles 
of  earlier works: the triangular outline of  his mountains and Stars of  
David, the spherical heads of  the pawns in his chess paintings, the 
circular rims of  his cups, the arced remnants of  Noah’s rainbow, his 
cubed dice, the cuboid solids of  his bricks, the tubular contour of  his 
ropes, the rectangular surface of  his stone altars, even the spherical 
pattern of  the clouds of  smoke swirling from crematorium chimneys. 
And Bak has added to this textbook of abstract designs an invention of  
his own: the pear, which in its outline of  pristine symmetrical beauty 
rivals all the others as an offering to the gods of  artistic creation.
     But in the world of  human experience, as well as myth and legend, 
rather than the world of  abstract artistic design, altars can be the site 
for sacrifice, cups crack, rainbows fail to keep their promise, cubed 
dice betray choice to chance, and bricks are used to build crematorium 
chimneys whose spirals of  smoke conceal the ashes of  their victims. In 

other words, in Bak’s visual universe the disarray of  symbolic imagery 
constantly questions the fragile reassurance derived from the presence 
of  permanent geometric forms. Although a candle is nothing more 
than a waxen cylinder and a chimney only a brick one, the constant 
association between them throughout this series forces us to enter a 
domain of  memory where we might not be prone to wander. A candle 
is a source of  illumination and in Jewish tradition it is also the servant 
to a ritual of  remembrance. It pays homage to the natural death of  
loved ones. But when we are forced to honor the unnatural death of  
loved ones, the ritual of  remembrance may be tinged with despair and 
the faculty of  memory struggles to find a proper attitude for exercising 
its traditional function. 
     Although through its imagery many of  the works in the candle 
series pay specific attention to the event we call the Holocaust, the 
culture of  genocide has afflicted modern consciousness with a duty 
that ranges far wider than the fate of  european Jewry during world 
war II, so that the resonance of  Bak’s art should not be confined to 
that single example of  atrocity in our time. writer Ariel Dorfman 
(born in Buenos Aires, but longtime resident of  Chile and now 
an American citizen) spoke in an interview of  his response to the 

The Return, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 30 x 40" | BK2217
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brutal regime of  General Augusto Pinochet with words that might 
have fallen from the lips of  Samuel Bak: “I’m constantly trying to 
figure out how you can be true to an experience which in fact very 
few people in the world would understand, such as having most of  
your friends disappear or be tortured, and at the same time finding 
a way of  telling that story so that other people in other places can 
read their own lives into that.” He has his own woods of  Ponary 
to contend with, and is vividly aware of  the danger of  current 
memorial locations somehow “beautifying” the memory of  the 
atrocities they pay tribute to. Bak’s candle art is carful to avoid this 
threat. A principal place of  torture and murder under the Pinochet 
regime—a site of  memory—has been converted into a gathering 
place where surviving victims congregate, but Dorfman admits that 
he “could not overcome my stubborn reluctance to visit its grounds.” 
One of  Dorfman’s friends helps him to understand his reluctance: 
“They should have left it as a ruin, in all its ugliness, not try to 
beautify it. we should let spaces like those speak for themselves, let 
the silence speak, so people can absorb without mediation the full 
horror of  what happened there. One way of  erasing the past is by 
remembering it the wrong way.”   

     Bak’s abused candles, symbols of  ways of  remembering the 
“right” way, could easily enter this verbal terrain without seeming 
misplaced. They would feel at home in an emotional and intellectual 
setting that urges its audience to “Let the silence speak.” In their 
damaged, melting, often lifeless state they share the visual stage with 
images of  a monstrous reality that had sought to extinguish their 
illuminating value forever. These candles are bathed in the afterglow 
of  a profound sorrow, a crisis of  change that shadows their appeal 
for continuity and leaves to human memory the struggle of  finding 
ways to rekindle their ancient symbolic roles. when asked how 
long it took him to write a play, American dramatist edward Albee 
is said to have replied, “My whole life.” If  Samuel Bak had been 
asked a similar question about his paintings, one can easily imagine 
him giving the same answer. But then he might have added as an 
afterthought: “And all our deaths too.”

This and other texts in this catalogue are excerpted from an essay by Lawrence L. 
 Langer, available in full in a hardcover publication published by Pucker Art 
Publications in 2019 entitled Ner Ot: Candles in the Art of  Samuel Bak.

Still Forever, 2018 | signed ‘BAK’18’ in lower left corner | 36 x 36" | BK2216
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Art of  the Survival, 2013–2014 | signed ‘BAK’ in lower right corner | 40 x 36" | BK2220
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In the Book, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 20 x 16" | BK2170

Let there be Light A, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 20 x 16" | BK2171
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Sacrifice A, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 20 x 16" | BK2174 Standby, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2175

Closed and Open, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 26 x 18" | BK2188
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Starlight B, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 30 x 16" | BK2197 Starlight A, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 30 x 16" | BK2196
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Collectively, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 18 x 24" | BK2182

Memorable, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 28 x 22" | BK2205
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Readers, 2016–2018 | signed ‘BAK’16/18’ in lower left corner | 36 x 36" | BK2215
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Unextinguished, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16"| BK2178 Up and Down, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2179

For Life, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 24 x 18" | BK2183
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Native Town, 2018 | signed ‘BAK’18’ in lower left corner | 40 x 36" | BK2222
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Throughout, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 24 x 20" | BK2195

Shared, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 18 x 24" | BK2191
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Star Power, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 26 x 20" | BK2198

Sign, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 18 x 24" | BK2192
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Familiar, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 28 x 22" | BK2200

Illuminated A, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 18 x 24" | BK2185
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Following, 2018 | signed ‘BAK’18’ in lower left corner | 28 x 22" | BK2201

Rekindled, 2018 | signed ‘BAK’18’ in lower left corner | 18 x 24" | BK2190
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Homes, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 28 x 22" | BK2202

Load, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2172
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Interconnected, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 28 x 22" | BK2203

Put Out, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2173
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Once before in the history of  the people of  Israel, 
they were imprisoned by a past they could not undo 
and destined for a bleak future they had not chosen, 
and the story of  their rescue from captivity in egypt 

became one of  their iconic inspiring narratives passed on from 
generation to generation. But no comparable narrative exists for the 
Holocaust, and its absence is one of  the vital thematic concerns of  
the candle series. Throughout we find textual evidence for such an 
account, but the spiritual domain of  exodus, never achieves author-
ity in its visual cosmos. The issue reaches climactic expression in a 
pair of  works called Meforash A and Meforash B, titles that without ex-
planation will leave the average viewer baffled. Shem Ha-Meforash, like 
the twin Yods, refers to one of  the many unpronounceable names of  
God, and the B version represents some kind of  cosmic explosion 

in the mountains that seems to have extinguished both the candle 
flames and the silhouette of  God’s name, leaving us staring only 
into empty space. The mountain locale might encourage some spec-
tators to see in those blazing rock fragments the shape of  a Burning 
Bush, from which God spoke to Moses on Mount Horeb when he 
appointed him to lead his suffering people out of  egypt. In that 
passage from exodus, God identified Himself  with a name more 
mysteriously provocative than any we have previously encountered: 
“I will be what I will be.” The ironic contrast between God’s words 
to Moses then and the divine silence from space in the Meforash 
imagery is unmistakable to anyone familiar with the passage from 
exodus 3:7: “And the Lord said, ‘I have surely seen the affliction of  
my people who are in egypt, and I have heard their cry because of  
their slave drivers, for I know their pain.’”

Meforash B, 2016–2018 | signed ‘BAK’16/18’ in lower right corner | 32 x 25.5" | BK2207

meforASh A And meforASh B
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Meforash A, 2017–2018 | signed ‘BAK’17/18’ in lower right corner | 40 x 36" | BK2221

 No one expects the story of  Passover to accommodate itself  to 
the atrocity of  the Holocaust. No one has in memory the passage 
across the red Sea, but everyone who cares is able to remember the 
disjunction between expectation and reality that was a principal 
legacy of  the genocide of  the Jews. The explosion in Meforash B adds 
to the heavens and the earth fragments of  the chaos from which in 
the Creation legend they were originally shaped, restoring to the 
universe a time-sense before memory existed: the candle flames here 
are as empty of  substance as the silhouette of  God’s name itself. 
The vague mountain peaks tempt us to ask how we are to reconcile 
covenantal promise with the near destruction of  the very people 
for whom it was established—a conundrum that Jewish theologians 
have wrestled with for decades. Bak’s imagery launches this question 
in a spirit of  inquiry rather than indictment, without presuming to 

design an explanation—one of  the root meanings of  “meforash” is 
“to interpret or explain”—or satisfactory reply.
 Deprived of  the flaming glow and its hint of  a world of  lost 
vitality, the companion piece Meforash A is reduced to neutral tones 
and introduces us to a visual world almost entirely of  stone. what 
has happened to the divine decree of  “Let there be light”? It is 
as if  the space once signifying God’s name is an extension of  the 
unkindled wick of  the candle of  memory. Nowhere is the need for 
a partnership between painting and audience more vital than here, 
where the stability of  art seems so contrary to the apparent return 
to chaos in what is represented, a chaos that encompasses meta-
physical as well as physical dimensions.
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Though the “Klooga” reference may yield its secret to 
some specialists in the field of  Holocaust studies, only 
the members of  Bak’s audience willing to become tem-
porary researchers themselves will uncover the evidence 

of  what happened there—one of  the most savage episodes in the 
history of  German cruelty during the years of  the Third reich. It 
is difficult enough to find a literary language to convey the scale of  
such atrocities; Bak is one of  the few artists willing to devote a part 
of  their career to inventing a visual imagery that would gain and 
retain the attention of  its audience without indulging in too literal a 
representation of  the horrors of  the subject.
 At some point in historical time a deathscape spread its darkness 
over the surface of  the earth, and a portion of  that scenario is before 
us in Klooga. Here candles become victims rather than celebrants of  
memory, and in order to appreciate the impact of  the lethal pyre that 
is about to consume them, we need to understand the reason for its 
presence. Klooga was the site of  a forced labor camp in estonia to 
which a number of  Vilna’s Jews were sent after the dissolution of  
the ghetto in September 1943. Among them was Herman Kruk, 
librarian of  the Vilna ghetto, and the editors of  the detailed diary he 
left behind describe their fate: “all Jews from Klooga and Lagedi [the 

main labor camp of  which Klooga was a satellite], including Herman 
Kruk, were hastily exterminated. The inmates were ordered to carry 
logs and spread them in a layer, and then they were made to undress 
and lie down naked on the logs, where they were shot in the neck. 
Layer was piled on top of  layer, and the entire pyre was burned.” But 
not entirely, we later learn, because when Soviet troops arrived the 
next day, they found piles of  corpses left unburned by the SS guards 
and their estonian collaborators when they fled.
 The conversation between Bak’s imagery and the gruesome real-
ity it simultaneously conceals and reveals is the internal drama of  this 
and many other paintings in the candle series. In order to “remember 
the Holocaust” we need to know the details of  what we are expected 
to remember. But when memory is so assaulted, not to say terrified 
by those details, one is tempted to lapse into a temporary amnesia as 
a possible alternative. Bak’s circular and cylindrical shapes in Klooga, 
merging logs and candles in a fiery inferno of  dissolution, declares 
both the fixity of  aesthetic forms and the transience of  human life, 
though the last act of  this drama of  atrocity is left to the viewer’s 
imagination to perform. And anyone entering this alien territory 
informed will quickly learn that “amnesia” or loss of  memory is not 
a viable option.

Klooga 2, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 36 x 36" | BK2212

kloogA 2 
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Trees we are familiar with, but how does a Ponary tree 
differ from all other trees? why do its branches pierce 
the sacred candles of  memory? what and where, after 
all, is Ponary? If  this painting had a voice, these are 

some of  the questions it might pose for us. Only if  we have the 
energy and desire to pursue some answers can we begin to understand 
how what happened at Ponary in the past has altered the nature of  
visual, intellectual and emotional consciousness in the present.
 And if  we undertook this journey of  inquiry, what would we 
find? Between 1941 and 1944 roughly 100,000 persons were taken 
to a wooded suburb south of  Vilna called Ponary and shot, about 
70,000 of  them Jews. The most numerous witnesses to the slaughter 
were and remain the surrounding trees, but they cannot speak, so we 
can rely on a brief  excerpt from a Polish journalist living in the area 
to describe what happened there: “30 July 1941 Friday. About one 
hundred fifty persons shot. Most of  them were elderly people. The 
executioners complained of  being very tired of  their ‘work,’ of  having 
aching shoulders from shooting. That’s the reason for not finishing 
the wounded off, so that they are buried alive.” Later many of  the 
bodies were dug up and burned, and Bak’s shredded Ponary tree now 
seems to be an emblem of  the fate of  those victims. The tree is sur-
rounded by candles in various stages of  incompletion as if  wishing 
to restore their original shape by embracing some of  the memories 

that this mute guardian in the forest has absorbed. Israeli writer and 
survivor of  the Vilna ghetto Abba Kovner was less mute when detailing 
what he saw while concealed in a stairway during a roundup of Vilna 
Jews for transport to Ponary:

Out of  a small window I saw what was happening in that nar-
row street. Until one o’clock, past midnight, this operation was 
still in progress. During those hours, at midnight I saw from the 
other courtyard on the other side of  the street, it was 39 Ostras-
hun Street, a woman was dragged by the hair by two soldiers, a 
woman who was holding something in her arms.
 
One of  them directed a beam of  light into her face, the other 
one dragged her by her hair and threw her out on the pavement. 
Then the infant fell out of  her arms. One of  the two, the one 
with the flashlight, I believe, took the infant, raised him into the 
air, grabbed him by the leg.
 
The woman crawled on the earth, took hold of  his boot and 
pleaded for mercy. But the soldier took the boy and hit him with 
his head against the wall, once, twice, smashed him against the 
wall. That night, 2,019 Jewish women, 864 men and 817 children 
were taken from Vilna in trucks to the pits at Ponary and mur-
dered. Their fate was unknown to those who remained behind.”

Ponary Tree, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 24 x 24" | BK2199

PonAry tree 
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Suspended, 2016–2017 | signed ‘BAK’16/17’ in lower left corner | 36 x 26" | BK2211
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Enlightenment, 2018 | signed ‘BAK’18’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2166 Forever, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2168

Of the Many, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 30 x 30" | BK2208
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Ever Present, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 36 x 14" | BK2206

Star Story, 2017–2018 | signed ‘BAK’17/18’ in lower left corner | 16 x 20" | BK2176
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Unknown, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 24 x 18" | BK2193

With Luck, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 18 x 18" | BK2180
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Contained, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 36 x 24” | BK2209
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Under One of  the Arches, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 36 x 24" | BK2210
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Be There, Be Light, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 20 x 16" | BK2165 Group Portrait, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2169

Izcor, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 20 x 20" | BK2181
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Ongoing Escape, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 36 x 36" | BK2213
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Keeper of  Memory, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 28 x 22" | BK2204

How To, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 24 x 18" | BK2184
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Open Book, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 36 x 36" | BK2214
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By the Sweat of  Brow, 2018 | signed ‘BAK’18’ in lower right corner | 24 x 48" | BK2218

Reader of  Smoke, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 24 x 18" | BK2189
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Entrenched, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 16 x 20" | BK2167

Project for a Burning Bush, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 24 x 18" | BK2187
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Meant for a Friend, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower right corner | 24 x 18" | BK2186

Study for Testimony, 2017 | signed ‘BAK’17’ in lower left corner | 20 x 16" | BK2177
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With Support, 2016–2017 | signed ‘BAK’16/17’ in lower left corner | 40 x 36" | BK2224
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Samuel Bak was born in 1933 in Vilna, Poland, at a crucial 
moment in modern history. From 1940 to 1944, Vilna was 
under Soviet and then German occupation. Bak’s artistic 
talent was first recognized during an exhibition of  his work 

in the Ghetto of  Vilna when he was nine years old. while he and 
his mother survived, his father and four grandparents all perished at 
the hands of  the Nazis. At the end of  world war II, he fled with his 
mother to the Landsberg Displaced Persons Camp, where he enrolled 
in painting lessons at the Blocherer School in Munich. In 1948, they 
immigrated to the newly established state of  Israel. He studied at 
the Bezalel Art School in Jerusalem and completed his mandatory 
service in the Israeli army. In 1956 he went to Paris to continue his 
education at the École des Beaux Arts. He received a grant from the 
America-Israel Cultural Foundation to pursue his artistic studies. In 
1959, he moved to rome where his first exhibition of  abstract paint-
ings was met with considerable success. In 1961, he was invited to 
exhibit at the “Carnegie International” in Pittsburg, followed by solo 
exhibitions at the Jerusalem and Tel Aviv Museums in 1963.
 It was subsequent to these exhibitions that a major change in 
his art occurred. There was a distinct shift from abstract forms 
to a metaphysical figurative means of  expression. Ultimately, this 
transformation crystallized into his present pictorial language. 
Bak’s work weaves together personal history and Jewish history 
to articulate an iconography of  his Holocaust experience. Across 
seven decades of  artistic production, Samuel Bak has explored and 
reworked a set of  metaphors, a visual grammar, and vocabulary that 
ultimately privileges questions. His art depicts a world destroyed, 
and yet provisionally pieced back together, and preserves memory 
of  the twentieth-century ruination of  Jewish life and culture by way 

of  an artistic passion and precision that stubbornly announces the 
creativity of  the human spirit. 
 Since 1959, the artist has had numerous exhibitions in major 
museums, galleries, and universities throughout europe, Israel, and 
the United States, including retrospectives at Yad Vashem Museum in 
Jerusalem, and the South African Jewish Museum in Cape Town. He 
has lived and worked in Tel Aviv, Paris, rome, New York, and Laus-
anne. In 1993, he settled in Massachusetts and became an American 
citizen. Bak has been the subject of  numerous articles, scholarly 
works, and eighteen books; most notably a 400-page monograph 
entitled Between Worlds. In 2001 he published his touching memoir, 
Painted in Words, which has been translated into several languages. He 
has also been the subject of  two documentary films and was the 
recipient of  the 2002 German Herkomer Cultural Prize. Samuel Bak 
has received honorary doctorate degrees from the University of  New 
Hampshire in Durham, Seton Hill University in Greenburg, Pennsyl-
vania, and Massachusetts College of  Art in Boston. 
 In 2017, The Samuel Bak Museum opened in the city of  the 
artist’s birth, on the first two floors of  the Tolerance Center of  the 
Vilna Gaon State Jewish Museum. In addition to fifty works already 
donated by the artist, the Museum will continue to accept works in 
the coming years and ultimately build a collection that spans the art-
ist’s career. The Museum honors Bak’s life and art and is a testament 
to his commitment to educate current and future generations. Also 
in 2017, Samuel Bak was nominated by the Vilna Gaon State Jewish 
Museum, and subsequently named by the city’s mayor as an Honor-
ary Citizen of  Vilnius. He is only the 15th person to receive this 
honor, joining ronald reagan and Shimon Peres for their exceptional 
contributions to Lithuania.

SAmuel BAk
Biography
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